One of the most challenging tasks in microarray image analysis is spot segmentation. A solution to this problem is to provide an algorithm than can be used to find any spot within the microarray image. Circular Hough Transformation (CHT) is a powerful feature extraction technique used in image analysis, computer vision, and digital image processing. CHT algorithm is applied on the cDNA microarray images to develop the accuracy and the efficiency of the spots localization, addressing and segmentation process. The purpose of the applied technique is to find imperfect instances of spots within a certain class of circles by applying a voting procedure on the cDNA microarray images for spots localization, addressing and characterizing the pixels of each spot into foreground pixels and background simultaneously. Intensive experiments on the University of North Carolina (UNC) microarray database indicate that the proposed method is superior to the K-means method and the Support vector machine (SVM).
INTRODUCTION
Microarray technology allows simultaneous measurement of thousands of genes in a single experiment. This provides a useful tool for evaluating the expression of genes and extraction of the characterization and chromosomal structural information about these genes. Microarrays are arrays of glass microscope slides, in which thousands of discrete DNA sequences are printed by a robotic array, thus, forming circular spots of known diameter. Each spot in the microarray image contains the hybridization level of a single gene [1] . Wherever, the amount of the fluorescence hybridization is affected by things that happen during the manufacturing of cDNA microarray images [2] , the efficiency of the experimental preparation of the microarray images directly affects the precision of the microarray data analysis [3] .
Microarray images processing always pass through three steps: (i) gridding to detect the position of the spot center of the image and identifies their coordinates, (ii) segmentation, which segments, each microarray spot into foreground and background pixels, and (iii) intensity extraction to calculate the foreground fluorescence intensity and background intensities [4] .
One important task involved in the analysis of cDNA microarray images is the spots, addressing and gridding, can be divided into three main categories: (i) manual, (ii) semi-automated, and (iii) automated. Many papers have been published presenting different techniques of addressing [5] . Most of these techniques based on the calculation of vertical and horizontal image intensity profile, as presented in the following papers [6, 7, 8, 9 ].
The other important task in the analysis of cDNA microarray images is a microarray image segmentation process, which characterizes the pixels into foreground pixels and background. Since it considerably affects the precision of micro array data, the segmentation has been a most important and challenging one. The microarray image segmentation techniques can be categorized into four categories (i) Fixed and adaptive circle, considers the spots with circle shape [10] , which is used in ScanAlyze and GenePix, (ii) Histogram-based method, it uses a circle target mask to cover all the foreground pixels, and computes a threshold using the Mann-Whitney test [11, 12] , (iii) Adaptive shape method, performs image segmentation based on spatial similarity among pixels [13, 14] , (iv)
Clustering method, as a most common technique, has the advantage that they are not restricted to a particular shape and size for the spots [15] . Since segmentation is used for dividing the image into the regions of foreground and background, the number of cluster centers k is set to two. As the initial cluster centers, the pixels with minimum and maximum intensities are selected. All data points are then assigned to the nearest cluster centers according to a distance measure (e.g., Euclidean distance).
Thereafter, new cluster centers are set to the mean of the pixel values in each cluster. Finally, the algorithm is iteratively repeated until the cluster centers stay unaltered [16, 17] . Kernel density estimation KDE can be applied to find their estimated densities after using Gaussian mixture model to found the foreground and background. Then, a cut-off point for segmenting a spot into two clusters is determined by the equality of two estimated densities. The details are given in Algorithm 6.3 [18] .
In the present paper a unique cDNA microarray image segmentation framework is introduced, the proposed method based on the CHT algorithm for spots localization, addressing and segmentation simultaneously. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the second section, the proposed techniques are explained in detail. Experimental results and the comparisons with the segmentation results of K-means and SVM are discussed in the third section. Finally, the conclusion is analyzed in the fourth section.
METHODS
The proposed method based on applying CHT algorithm on cDNA microarray for spots 
Microarray images database
Real microarray images from universal microarray images database UNC [20] are employed to evaluate the proposed technique. Pixel by pixel information has been extracted using the annotation file of the UNC images, simulating the fixed circle segmentation. A binary map is generated for the each spot, characterizing the pixels inside the circle as signal pixels and the pixel outside of the circle as background as shown in Fig.3 . This binary map is used to evaluate the efficiency of the proposed technique. The properties of the images, we used are shown in table 1. cDNA Microarray Image Filtering.
All smoothing techniques are effective at removing noise, but adversely affect edges. When reducing the noise, it is important to preserve the edges. Median filtering is a nonlinear image smoothing technique, which can preserve image details well while eliminating noise. Other reasons why we choose the median filter are that it is simple and its calculation complexity is relatively low.
The main idea of the median filter is to run through the signal entry by entry, replacing each entry with the median of neighboring entries. The pattern of neighbors is called the "window", which slides, entry by entry, over the entire signal.
The median is calculated by first sorting all the pixel values from the window in numerical order, and then replacing the pixel being considered with the middle (median) pixel value. Supposing f(x, y)i s the gray level of(x,y), then the output of the median filter is described as follows :
Where W is the filtering window.
Example of Median filter
Median filter with window size 3 × 3 is applied on the gray scale microarray image (Fig.4 ) in order to extract the gradient information of the cropped image and identify the location of all spots on the microarray image, as in Fig. 5 . 
Edge Detection
Canny edge detection technique [21] is applied in the filtered image (Fig.5 ) in order to extract the edge of each spot in the image as in Fig.6 . 
Circular Hough Transformation (CHT).
Hough transform is recognized as a robust curve detection technique. This method can detect objects, even noise existence. Duda and Hart produced the first sketch of Circular Hough transformation in 1972 [25] . CHT is one of the modified versions of Hough transformation; it aims to find the circular patterns within an image. The main idea of CHT is to transform a set of feature points in the image space into a set of accumulated votes in a parameter space. Then, for each feature point, votes are accumulated in an accumulator array of all parameter combinations. The array elements that contain the highest number of votes indicate the presence of the shape. The circle pattern is described by equation 1. There are many modifications on the CHT either to increase the detection rate or reduce its computational complexity [26, 27, 28] .
The main algorithm of CHT:
Consider a point (xi, yi) in the image. The general equation of a circle is:
Where u and v are the coordinates of the center and r is the radius of the circle.
If the gradient angle of the edges is available, then this provides a constraint that reduces the number of degrees of freedom and hence the required size of the parameter space. The direction of the vector from the center of the circle to each edge point is determined by the gradient angle, leaving the value of the radius as the only unknown parameter. Thus, the parametric equations of a circle in polar coordinates are:
and y = v + r sinɵ.
Solving for the parameters of the circle we obtain the equations u = x -r cosɵ.
and v = y -r sinɵ.
Now, given the gradient angle Q at an edge point (x,y), we can compute cosɵ and sinɵ. Note that these quantities may already be available as a by-product of edge detection. We can eliminate the radius from the pair of equations above to yield v = u tanɵ -x tanɵ + y.
Circle fitting:
 First quantize the parameter space for the parameters u and v.
 Then assign the accumulator array A(u,v) to zero.
 Then compute the gradient magnitude G(x,y) and angle ɵ(x,y).  The circles centers on the image correspond to the Local maxima in the accumulator array.
In this work, the CHT is used with varying radius from 6 to 10 pixels to detect the spots in cDNA microarray image. Fig.7 . Shows a random picked microarray image after applying CHT algorithm, in which each spot has a green circle around it, after that, each spot can be extracted as individual image as shown in fig. 8 . 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Matlab 2010 [29] is used to create and apply the proposed technique and ran them on the Intel-based Pc with Windows 7 os. The microarray images used in the experiments described in table 1 and all the blocks were stored in TIFF files.
For most of the spots, the background is separated from the foreground perfectly. The result of the segmentation edge is close to the real spot as shown in Fig.8 . The randomly chosen original image and its corresponding segmentation result from the UNC database are shown in Fig.9 . 
K-MEANS CLUSTERING
K-means clustering microarray image segmentation (KMIS) [16] . Attempt to cluster the pixels of an image into two groups (by applying parameter k = 2), one for the foreground, and the other for background. Thus, in KMIS, the feature vector is reduced to a single variable in the Euclidean onedimensional space. The first step of KMIS consists of initializing the class label for each pixel and calculating the mean for each cluster. Let xmin and xmax be the minimum and maximum values for the intensities in the spot. If |xi -xmin| > | xi -xmax|, xi is assigned to foreground, or equivalently the label of pixel xi is set to '1'. Otherwise, xi belongs to the background, thus xi is labeled '2'.
SUPPORT VECTOR MACHINES
Support Vector Machines (SVM) [23] composes a powerful learning system which simultaneously minimizes the empirical classification error and maximizes the geometric margin. Suppose a set of training vectors belonging to two separate classes, { (y1 , c1), (y2 , c2) , … , (yk , ck) }, where each yi is the feature vector of each pixel of the image. ci is either 0 (background) or 1 (signal), indicating the class to which the point yi belongs. The concept is to find a hyperplane which separates the data and can be written as: wx-b=0, where vector w is the perpendicular vector to the hyperplane and the parameter b determines the offset of the hyperplane from the origin along the vector w. In our case
SVMs produce the maximal-margin hyperplane which divides the background from the signal.
Margin refers to the distance between the hyperplane and the nearest data point in each class. From Fig.10 , one can observe that the proposed method optimally segmented most of the microarray spots. When taking the k-means or SVM and our method into account, we can find obviously that the performance of our method is far better than the k-means or SVM, that is, the proposed method is better than the k-means method. The proposed method is closer to the real spot than the other one.
COMPARISON OF GENE EXPRESSION
In this part, we compare the results of the proposed method with the results of k-means method and SVM using Gene expression level [30] .
For the two channels, green and red, the expression values are defined, by Green intensity and Red intensity as the following:
For the green channel Green intensity = (mean value of the foreground -mean value of the background)
For the red channel
Red intensity = (mean value of the foreground -mean value of the background)
Gene expression level = log2 (Red intensity / Green intensity) (9) shows that the CHT has the best result comparing with the other methods.
COMPARISON OF QUALITY INDEX
The Quality index (Q-index) [24] is used to evaluate the result of segmentation of the proposed method as in Fig.12 . Q-index is the mean value of The combined quality index (qcom2 ) of the two channels. 1  3  com2 sig-noise bkg1 bkg2*q *q  (10) Where qsig-noise is the signal-to-noise ratio, qbkg1 is the local background variability, and qbkg2 is the level of the local background. Where Fmean and Bmean are the mean value of the signal and the local background respectively, BSD is the standard deviation of the local background, and bgk0 is the global average of the background. 
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